Men, Women and Children WANTED
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To Help Keep Warley Clean - Let's Keep It The Best Village In Halifax!
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Warley is a beautiful place to live and a very
sought after location.
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But it's in danger of losing its charm and beauty…
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Litter is making the place look a mess!
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Some of it is left after bin day and some is from the careless
droppings of selfish visitors to the village
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This litter is a BIG problem because…
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* When people see litter they're far more inclined to
drop litter themselves or worse still, dump household waste in our lanes and fields.
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* Rats and other vermin are far more likely to hang around if they have waste to feed
on…
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* And ultimately it won't feel like a nice, tidy or friendly place to live anymore!
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But we can change this -

But we can change this -

Let's Do Something About It Together And Keep It A Place We Can All Be
Proud Of!

Let's Do Something About It Together And Keep It A Place We Can All Be
Proud Of!

Register your support NOW so we can get a group together which does a
litter pick up every few weeks. If we keep on top of it then it will take no
more than an hour or so to do.
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Please let Me Know If You Can Help and spare a little time every few weeks.
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Let me know by email: jago@jagoholmes.com or give me a call on 836157
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